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ABSTRACT 
A large number of modern and contemporary female artists have employed the state of 
becoming to either free themselves of or challenge the social norms that come with being 
a woman. Kara Walker frees the Mammy of her expectation by combining her with a 
sphinx in her monumental sugar sculpture, A Subtlety. The Guerilla Girls have an 
impenetrable and unidentifiable voice when they speak from behind gorilla masks. Lucy 
Gunning’s The Horse Impressionists depicts women mimicking the behavior of horses to 
lose their human consciousness, and more specifically, female identity. Looking beyond 
the art world and into recent consumerist trends, a plethora of women can be seen 
sporting clothes that say, “I am a unicorn” and “I am a mermaid”. What does it mean that 
women are attempting to escape their identities? Is “becoming” an act of escapism or 
resilience? These are the questions my thesis exploration begins to answer.  
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Every time a body within art and more specifically, performance art exists, the 
body is sexed, raced, and classed by the artist and the audience. A large number of 
contemporary female artists have attempted to combat the confines of being sexed 
through “becoming”. The state of “becoming” has a powerful role when applied to the 
female body. Through “becoming”, she is neither woman nor object, woman nor animal, 
woman nor girl, but a being that exists in the space between. Through entering a state of 
social limbo, she is free of expectation and prejudice by becoming something undefinable 
by humanity. The flux of “becoming” leads to the severance of social, political, and 
cultural practices of being human. The subject enters a state of deterritorialized existence 
while detaching from the human realm of identity. 
The concept of “becoming” theorized by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari is 
conceptualized as the movement from the constant to the variable. In Kafka: Toward a 
Minor Literature, Deleuze and Guattari write, “to become animal is to participate in 
movement, to stake out a path of escape in all its positivity, to cross a threshold, to reach 
a continuum of intensities that are valuable only in themselves, to find a world of pure 
intensities where all forms come undone, as do all the significations, signifiers, and 
signifieds, to the benefit of an unformed matter of deterritorialized flux, of nonsignifying 
signs.” (Deleuze and Guattari. 13.) The animals in Kafka are separate from the sociality 
of mythology and archetypes. By becoming animal, “contents free themselves from their 
forms as well as from their expressions, from the signifier that formalized them.” 
(Deleuze and Guattari. 13.) 
In The Body, the Meat, and the Spirit: Becoming Animal, Deleuze discusses the 
face as a system of socialization to be escaped and that without the face, the body 
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becomes animal. (Deleuze. 15.) The Guerrilla Girls, an anonymous group of feminist, 
female artists, devote their practice to fighting sexism and racism within the art world by 
hiding their faces. The group formed in New York City in 1985 with the mission of 
bringing the issue of gender and racial inequality in the fine arts to the fore within the 
greater community. The Guerrilla Girls deliberately remain anonymous by concealing 
their faces with gorilla masks, thereby “dismantling” their faces. A transformation occurs 
when these women put on the gorilla masks. A member of the Guerrilla Girls named 
Kahlo said that, “wearing this mask gives you a certain kind of freedom to say whatever 
you want. I completely recommend it. If you’re in a situation where you’re a little afraid 
to speak up, put a mask on. You won’t believe what comes out of your mouth.” To be a 
Guerrilla Girl, they must “adjust to life as an ape.” Rosalba Carriera (now retired from 
the group) reflects upon the power of anonymity during her inaugural period as a 
Guerrilla Girl, “When I started the Guerrilla Girls I had an infant son and I put the mask 
on and my son went, ‘Where’s Mommy?’ I’ve always felt like I was a spy. What I did as 
a Guerrilla Girl, I did as a Guerrilla Girl, not as myself.” (Ryzik. AR1.) 
In Kara Walker’s A Subtlety, or the Marvelous Sugar Baby in 2014 was installed 
in the abandoned Domino Sugar Refinery in Brooklyn. The massive sculpture consisted 
of a female sphinx, measuring approximately seventy-five feet long by thirty-five feet 
high. Constructed from eighty tons of sugar, the sphinx’s head depicted features 
representative of the Mammy archetype. The racial connotations of the Sugar Baby 
continue with her accentuated rear described by art critic Roberta Smith as “swooping up 
almost like a dome from a shortened spine, above shortened thighs and calves.” (Smith. 
C1.) The type of language Roberta Smith used to describe the Mammy is reminiscent of 
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the medical condition Steatopygia—a condition made famous through Saartjie Baartman 
as the “Hottentot Venus.” Saartjie Baartman was the most well known the Khoikhoi 
women who, due to her large buttocks, was exhibited as freak show attractions in 19th-
century Europe under the name Hottentot Venus. The “Hottentot” body became the 
object of prurient gaze, scientific fascination, and perplexity.  
The mammy archetype was usually portrayed as an older, overweight, black 
woman. The mammy is stereotyped as being amiable, loyal, maternal, non-threatening, 
obedient, and submissive to the white American family in which she serves. The mammy 
was devoted to her white family and her primary goal was to care for their needs. Once 
assigned such a prominent and domineering image as the mammy, it is incredibly 
difficult for the “othered” body to escape its oppressive structures. Walker is able to 
escape the oppressive structures put forth by the dominant culture in America by 
appropriating the imagery of the mammy archetype and mixing her with the Sphinx. 
Walker’s mammy, although bent over in this gesture of supplication, is not there to be 
taken, satisfied or abused in any way—unlike the expectations that correspond with 
mammy stereotype. Kara Walker explained the sexuality of the Mammy as something 
that could not be objectified by man. “I didn’t want to make her into this non-sexual 
caretaker of the city, either. She gains her power by upsetting expectations one after the 
other.” (Walker. Art21 interview.) Walker uses the sociality and history of the black body 
to become a part of the present and take agency in the imagery and material that once was 
widely used to oppress African Americans.   
The Horse Impressionists (1994) by Lucy Gunning is another important piece to 
discuss when understanding the power and implications of “becoming-animal”. The work 
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is comprised of footage of five women doing impressions of horses by neighing and 
galloping around open and closed spaces. In Girls! Girls! Girls! in Contemporary Art by 
Catherine Grant and Lori Waxman frame The Horse Impressionists as the reenactment of 
a little girl’s childhood imaginative play. The five women in the video perform acts of 
mimicry in which they go in and out of self-consciousness. Through this loss of self-
consciousness comes the embodiment of the animal itself.  Grant and Waxman argue, 
“Gunning’s performers adopt an intentional obscurity between human and animal. As the 
women in the video fluctuate between imitation and loss of self-consciousness, the 
performance is indicative to the rhizomatic state of becoming.” Deleuze and Guattari 
believe that these “becomings” should not be considered a regression or an aberration of 
identity. Instead the becoming-animal provides a "zone of indiscernibility" where woman 
can be freed of their socialization. 
 
Above is a film still of my reinterpretation of Louise Bourgeois’s 1994 etching 
“Champfleurette (the white cat)” from her print series Cat Metamorfosis, which is also 
what I have named my video work. Louise Bourgeois describes the etching as a depiction 
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of her mother, telling the story of her mother “turning into a cat” every time she quarreled 
with her father. I took particular interest in and connected to this work because recently I 
have had sensations where I want to show my canine teeth and hiss at certain individuals 
I have strong negative sentiments towards. Obviously I would never perform an action 
like this, especially towards another person, because it is simply not socially acceptable. 
Growling and exposing your canines is an action reserved for the predatory animals of 
the animal kingdom, but it is interesting to understand why I have this desire to embody 
an animal when I want to seem threatening to another. It is interesting that Bourgeois’s 
sees her mother to embody a cat/lion when she fights, as if a woman is not strong or 
threatening enough to just be a woman when she needs to be taken as a powerful being. 
In my iteration of Bourgeois’s Champfleurette (the white cat), I made the choice to retain 
the sexuality of the cat/woman form. The white cat in Bourgeois’s print have her female 
genitalia exposed but because she is in the in-between space of human and animal, her 
sexuality bares no social weight.  
The Horse Impressionists (1994) under the shelter of performance art the 
audience is able to critically analyze the gendered associations of hysteria and the power 
that can possibly emerge from acting outside of what it means to be “woman”. Irigaray 
suggests that if a woman does not explore her own morphology, she is in danger of 
“using or reusing that to which man has already given form(s), particularly of 
herself/selves, working what has already been worked and losing herself”. Rather than 
seeing the woman as lacking (castrated) and therefore hysteric, the work can be read 
hysterical as rebellion and exemplary of power. Ruth Jones calls this specific rebellion 
“strategic hysteria” in which Gunning has consciously used to pose a threat against 
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patriarchal culture. Through the performance of “becoming-animal” in The Horse 
Impressionists, Gunning is able to reposition the hysterical woman more positively as a 
rebel—a powerful woman who will not succumb to patriarchal law. 
The woman as hysteric has an interesting history. In the late 19th century it was 
believed that a quarter of all women suffered from hysteria. Almost any ailment a 
woman’s body faced could fit the diagnosis of hysteric. Physicians thought that the 
stresses associated with modern life caused civilized women to be both more susceptible 
to nervous disorders and to develop faulty reproductive tracts. In New England in 1690, it 
was thought that women had naturally ungovernable and lustful natures and were easily 
tempted into sin. The Salem Witch Trials were centered on the fear of women and the 
fear of women’s independence. As the colonial settlements started to grow, women and 
girls started to act in a manner men and even women found threatening. The women and 
girls were not interested in learning only Puritan values, but Puritan society discouraged 
individuality and individual desires. Puritans considered material and sexual desires 
unnatural and evil — the Devil's work — and a threat to society. Thus, the society 
punished anyone who pursues material and/or sexual gratification. Nineteen women were 
put to death by the state of Salem, Massachusetts in 1692. The showing of these desires 
and also the physical and emotional result of suppressing these desires have both been 
diagnosed as hysteria. 
In my thesis work I am beginning to discover if “becoming” is a productive or 
nullifying action through both a historical and contemporary social and political context. 
I want to reassess the works of modern and contemporary artists that use “becoming” as a 
catalyst. To elaborate on this notion of the catalyst, I am talking about an artist’s 
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intentional use of othering herself in order to reach an outcome that could not have been 
achieved through the identity of woman. Not only am I exploring “becoming” but I am 
also implementing Delueze and Guitari’s theory of “becoming” as I go in and out of the 
role of commentator and participator when performing the acts of “becoming”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The image above is a snapshot of me playing the role of a sexy cat. I went into the 
performance aiming to go in and out of positions of power and objectivity. I hoped to 
embody instances of power similarly to Bourgeois’s Champfleurette (the white cat) as 
well as playing the role of a sort of “sex-kitten”. The result of transitioning between these 
roles would create a film within the unidentifiable space of becoming. Unfortunately I did 
not find a space where I felt the embodiment and becoming of a cat empowering. Instead 
I created a “becoming” in my video by leaving the performance of sexy-cat and entering 
the realm of commentator/academic. The film-still below is an instance where I take a 
pause to analyze my prior performance and become a commentator.  
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Ruth Jones concept of “strategic hysteria” is a concept I have begun to explore and 
consequently, found my own realm of “becoming”. The most important aspect of 
“strategic hysteria” is the awareness of the performer in their deemed “hysterical” 
actions. In my video performance I go in and out of performer and commentator. By 
performer I mean I am performing these acts of “strategic hysteria” in which I play the 
role of the “hysteric”, hyper sexual, doe eyed, plaything, mimicking a cat. The cheetah 
suit introduces elements of play and performance and the fact that it is tight, low cut and 
backless makes the costume overtly sexual. The connotations of hysteria, irrationality, 
and sex (and therefore objectification) were almost impossible to escape during this 
performance. I was criticized that I was simply not trying hard enough to escape those 
connotations and if I had not been acting or talking or looking a certain way, the audience 
would not read me as such. 
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 Essentially I had failed in what I had set out to do--to escape my sociality by 
becoming animal. In my next iteration of my thesis project, I wanted to emphasize how 
easy it was for my actions to drag along all the stereotypes of what it is to be woman and 
how becoming animal would not challenge these stereotypes but reaffirm them. I created 
a ping-pong effect between four different characters, a ferocious cat without a mask, a 
ferocious cat with a mask, a tame kitty cat without a mask, and a tame kitty cat with a 
mask. 
 
 
From the snapshots of my work, it is clear that the clips without the mask in comparison 
to the ones with the mask are doing completely different things. In Francis Bacon: The 
Logic of Sensation, Deleuze talks about the power of dismantling the face and without the 
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face, the body becomes animal. To Deleuze, the face is a regime of socialization to be 
escaped and I was able to escape that socialization when I put the cat mask on. Once I 
dismantled my face, I could act overtly sexual without the audience objectifying me--I 
could act ferocious and aggressive without the audience assuming I was crazy or 
hysterical. In my thesis work I decided on the inclusion of my face along with the 
faceless segments because I hoped to prove to the audience that it is not what women 
necessarily do with their bodies or how they act that leads to our assumption of them. 
Instead, it is the deep-rooted prejudices we have against women that make us assume 
things of them. (Some of these assumptions I have faced as an artist, specifically within 
this work, including the lack of intentionality of the space and costume, the use of 
sexiness as a default, and performance from a place of narcissism and self-indulgence.) 
Regarding the character in the work, I was performing all the same actions (if not more 
sexual and more erratic actions) underneath the mask, but the faceless characters could 
not be tied down to the same assumptions and social connotations that come with the face 
of a woman.  
 Deleuze talks about the differences between man and animal, one of which is the 
claiming and marking of territory. With the knowledge I gained from my thesis work, I 
took only the “successful” aspects of what it is for a woman to become animal in order to 
claim the Contemporary Art Museum of St. Louis as my territory. With the mask on the 
duration of the video, it did not matter how short my dress got or even that my underwear 
showed or that I was using makeup and hairspray to mark my territory. Because my 
identity never specifically revealed, I had the power to mark CAM as my territory.  
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Hannah Becker, Territory, film still, 2017, video, duration 5 min., projected onto  
Contemporary Art Museum of St. Louis 
 
It is definitely an empowering feeling, for the first time, not to be objectified or seen as 
weak or lesser to man and have the power to mark not only my body as my own but also 
an entire institution. CAM, along with all major fine art institutions, is historically known 
for its underrepresentation of women artists and artists of color. To use becoming-animal 
in order to comment, criticize and act on that reality was a great feeling, but I hope that 
one day it will be just as powerful to use my identity as a woman as it is to quite literally 
mask it.  
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